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Written on April 24, 2017 the author's director as revealed in the first part, the evil Michael Aquino was much more in touch with Miltoni's roots - the devil's romantic Perth than Anton LaVey, the founder of the Church of Satan, the history of the first evil organization ever above earth. Aquino learned he was in the ideal position - especially when he set up to
form his non-religious institution after having become a heretic of the LaVey Church of Satan, which Aquino had felt, in more ways than one, commercial—to guide satan into the more romantic Miltoni realm. Curiously, Aquino, the Perth devil who went missing in Milton's Paradise is one of the most amazing satanic remarks ever written1 and who stated that
Lucifer Miltoni is, in fact, our evil man, 2 quickly extinguishing any hope of this happening. Aquino's replacement for the Lavoi Devil's Church was to be the temple of Seth, who ignored Milton and the romantic demons inspired by revolutionary genius, Aquino held his flag in ancient Egypt and adopted the evil Egyptian farewell of Seth as the central icon of his
organization. Set, ancient Egyptian god of the desert Aquino, not content with merely dismissing LaVey as a crass charlatan and a bloodless opportunist, opted for a mystical narrative in his depictal of his fallout with the Black Pope.3 Aquino had always believed in a personal Satan, and he insisted that LaVey shared this belief during the Church of Satan's
formative years. Losing Lavi's faith in the fallen angel, Aquino claimed that the Church of Satan had been dissolved into the Church of Anton, which is why he had stripped the dark prince of Lavoy from his inferno mant. 4 After leaving the Church of Satan in the summer of 1975, Aquino invoked Satan for guidance, apparently commanded by the inferno
institution in this way: Sanctify my temple and my order in the real name Seth. I will no longer accept the title of bastard of a Hebrew candidate. 5 Algebraic devil, it turns out, was actually the mischief of the older Egyptian wilderness set of deity. In addition to offering marching commands, The Devil/Collection dictates to Aquino's book Coming Up Night (1975),
working as the basic text for Setianism, which freed Satanism from its Jewish Christian background—and LaVey's betrayal. Ironically enough, as Aquino insisted, is the Satanist sethianism that sheds his Judeo-Christian skin, his characterisation of Lavoy was painted by reading Milton, as researchers Asbjorn Ryndal, James R. Lewis and Jesper A.A. In his
study of the invention of Satanism, Pietersen observes: Always academically well-read and poetically inclined, Michael Aquino... Want LaVey to follow milton's devil's path, from proud archer angel to delirious, hissing snake, ever more caught by himself 6 LaVey's version of the hearing, beginning with his letter to the Church of Satan members that Aquino
reached as part of his dramatic departure,7 was far less fanciful. LaVey maintained that the devil of the Church of Satan was purely unediced from the very beginning, all of the rituals and titles in fact, much dubbed the Church of Satan-embraced purely for its symbolic significance. To be fair, while LaVey undeniably believed in the power of ritual magic - not
merely as cathartic theatre but also the ability to instill change in the physical world through ceremonial spells8—LaVey's early writings and media appearance seem to reflect the belief in satan that only one Massco was tim, essentially. Interestingly enough, while Aquino seemed to be more minded than LaVey, the basic atheism of LaVeyan satanism sets it
more in the tradition of romantic Satanism, as the 19th-century romantic believes the literal devil - brought to his deathbed by the eighteenth-century Enlightenment - and the devil embraced Milton's epic for his obvious poetic power. In any case, while Aquino's open belief in a personal demon was incongregable to the bedrock atheism of the Leviticus demon,
Lavi was willing to tolerate the supernatural preferences of Aquino and other various early members of satan so as he tried to get his organization off the ground, not thinning its ranks. As the Church of Satan successfully established itself, however, LaVey felt less and less in need of keeping such occultniks, followed by LaVey's shaism continuing to claim
that Aquino and his cohort were deliberately driven from the Church of Satan so satanism could evolve. While LaVey's reality in breaking Aquino with the Church of Satan is certainly more plausible than Aquino's version of inferno intervention, that's how much that once the evil departure of a loyal lieutenant influenced by LaVey is authentic. While Aquino
insisted that the Church of Satan died effectively in 1975, Lavoy was dismissed from the Cetins and scoffed at the idea that the escape of these Egyptians 9 was of great importance. At least superficially, Levi gave money to Aquino and the company's little mind, which was wholly opposed to Aquino, who floated over LaVey for the remainder of his life, even
panicked including LaVey's divorce proceedings as an attachment to his two-volume text, The Church of Satan.10 on the other hand, LaVey clearly became much more cynical, misanthropic, and separated after the events of the summer of '75. Levi had previously stopped group ritual activities at the Black House in 1972, when the Black Pope decided it was
time to stop doing demons and start practicing it, 11 but after 1975 dissolved local chapters of the Church of Satan (grottoes). Dodd the United States and beyond, and to the Black House stepping down remains an effective recluse. Whether LaVey did this because he really tended to evolve the devil beyond the blasphemous fun and play of its first decade or
because the Church of Satan turned out to be a disappointing effort - or some mixture of the two - remains open to debate. Ironically, while Levi sat down from the evil horror hearing that saddened the dark decade of the 1980s, today's witch hunt saw Aquino, who stepped into the media spotlight previously enjoyed by the Black Pope, accused of child abuse
as part of an alleged satanic scandal at the Kindergarten Center of The Dredio Military Base in San Francisco.12 Aquino's prestigious martial arts and academic achievements surely made him a target for religious paranoia. A media outlet that thought a vast evil network within the state engaged in abuse of Satanic rituals, and while Aquino's name was
eventually erased as unfounded demystified accusations, his record-not least his field expertise of psychological warfare in the military—ensured that he continued to be speculated by conspiracy theorists to date. Aquino may have removed satanism, or at least its Egyptian-made version, from the Judeo-Christian context of the Levitician demon, but by
choosing an anakronist Egyptian context, the temple of the Aquino complex was bound to be much more obscure than the Church of The Devil LaVey.13 While satanis may love it, Western culture remains predominantly Jewish Christian, however this is precisely why satanism remains alive. Staying and growing continues —even twenty years after Lavi's
death in 1997—as Satan remains the ultimate antithesis, embracing that inferental face will continue to provoke anger and intrigue. After satan's exchange for Seth —to say nothing from many other foreign exchanges—the Aquino Organization, which was presented from the outset as a successor to the Church of Satan, is unlikely to last LaVey. On the other
hand, perhaps this kind of ambiguity was what Aquino wanted for Seth's temple all along, because he took issue with LaVey and made Satanism (relatively) popular, as one of which was accessible to the masses. Aquino was eager for satanism to be more of an elite esoterically ordering a magical 19th-century brotherhood, and that he dreamed of reaching
it with the Egyptian going, turning Satanism into Satanism into Satanism. Alistair Crowley (1875-1947) Satanism had outstrived romanticism; Aquino had ignored all of St. Miltoni-Romanticism. (I believe Ruben Phan-Luijk, author of Lucifer's Children: The Origins of Modern Religious Demonism, is far too generous when he writes that inside the Seth Temple,
it can be said, Lucifer Byron finally found his followers after all, though masked as a cult to an Egyptian Then again, perhaps more precisely to conclude that Aquino had shot too much but had actually shot romanticism, for with the temple his collection was not so guided by the ancient Egyptian goodbye of the collection as he infamously led the early
twentieth century English occupier Alistair Crowley.15 Crowley reacted to his unpleasant and tyrannical Christian upbringing with satanic defiance, his fantasy the great beast of 666 and taking pleasure in. Being in the press as the most mindless pill wick man in Crowley's world may have touched on the romantic Miltoni realm with the anthem to Lucifer
himself—a poem in which Lucifer presented the sun of the soul as Eden's illuminator (the key to happiness is disobedience16)—but the ambitious magician is eager to move beyond the simplicity of Christianity blasphemy and enter a more magical (or magical) context. It landed Crowley on Egyptian soil for at least one time. The Book of Law (1904), Crowley
claimed that on his honeymoon in Cairo, he was dictated to Satanic English by an institution called Ayus—the goodbye messenger of ancient Egypt Horus—and this writing inspired him to serve as the basis for Crowley's new religion of Tamla. Aquino's deliberate imitation of these aspects of Kraulianite is unmistakable, and in fact Aquino presented attellama,
satanism, and Cityanism as a continualist: the ancient Egyptian god Seth, Aquino claimed, himself to Crowley to Self-opposite title (i.e. Horus), then to LaVey as the devil — bastard of the set, Setians preserve- and finally to Aquino as his true self, Set.17 Whatever is supposed to be of this strange narrative built. One thing is certain: there is nowhere for
Lucifer Miltoni-Romantic within it. Whether Aquino has over-hit or shot romanticism, what history of satanism has about the curious Michael Aquino and Seth Temple is a missed opportunity to return Satanism to its Miltoni-romantic roots. In the end maybe it was for the best. I have argued that the romantic demon pert was far more impressive than organized
demonism, and not in the notory but because romantic demons do not make some official satanic religion with strict hierarchies and rigid rituals. Romantic demons emerged in considerable organic fashion: romantic demons did not work in a back and in some cases were not even familiar with each other, but what their works produced collectively was the
most remarkable rehabilitation of the fallen angel figure in Christendom's history. In this sense, the devil overseed the most important challenge to the status quo in Western history, and the fruits of their workforce proved to be cultural treasures. Satanic literature and romantic artwork remain far more valuable than anything organized satanism has produced
Its half-century length, with all its ritual paeans continuing to inferno institutions, is what they are believed to be purely symbolic or with feeling. Ironically enough, immersing himself in milton's poetry and prose, Byron, Shelley, Blake and others in this tradition is hidden as far as the term means hidden; in other words, a complete understanding of this rich
Miltonian-Romantic tradition is perfect for an elite of sorts as far as Milton's Paradise is lost and romantic writing inspired by that fascinating 17th-century epic poem is deeply challenging for the modern reader. Escapes the attention of today's average person. Embracing this kind of strike challenge I have far more valuable and rewarding than reading
Enochian, citing long dead Egyptian reindeer, accumulating esoteric degrees, or collecting loads of shelves of secret market masses bric-a-brac. The philosophical matter to LaVeyan satanism is arguably always overshadowed by LaVey's skills as a showman in the ritual chamber, 18 but Aquino's shaft with esotericism undoubtedly pushes the ominous
element of Satanism to its absolute, and, I would argue, shameful—extreme. (Levi was not wrong to sneeze at Aquino for accusing him of tyranny while at the same time claiming the supernatural authority of an evil Allah.19) as ironic as it may be for a man who was inspired in the midst of a war by reading Milton's Paradise lost as an evil epic—like the
romantic demonism before him—to shut down instead of cultivating the spark of satan's romantic Miltonian, Aquino obsessively The ultimate help is to show greater value than miltoni-romantic satanism's literary, artistic, cultural tradition. Notes 1. Michael A. Aquino, The Church of Satan: Volume I: Text &amp; Plates ([8th ed. 1983] San Francisco: N.p., 2013),
p. 73.↩ 2. Michael A. Aquino, The Church of Satan: Volume II: Appendices ([8th ed. 1983] San Francisco: N.p., 2013), p. 44.↩ 3. See Gavin Baddeley, Lucifer Rising: Sin, Devil Worship &amp; Rock 'n' Roll (London: Plexus Publishing Limited, [1999] 2006), pp. 102–03; Chris Mathews, Modern Satanism: Anatomy of a Radical Subculture (Westport, CT:
Praeger Publishers, 2009), pp. 83–84; Ruben van Luijk, Children of Lucifer: The Origins of Modern Religious Satanism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), pp. 347–48.↩ 4. See Aquino, Volume II, ↩ 5. Aquino, quoted by Van Loijk, page 351–52.↩ 6. Asbjørn Dyrendal, James R. Lewis, and Jesper Aa. Petersen, The Invention of Satanism (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2016), p. 98.↩ 7. See Anton Szandor LaVey, Hoisted by His Own Patois, in Aquino, Volume II, pp. 374–75.↩ 8. See, for example, Blanch Barton, The Secret Life of a Demon-Breeder: Anton Lavoy's Authored Biography (Los Angeles: The Wild House, [1990], 1992), Ch. Curses and Coincidences, page 195-98. It's also worth noting
that satan's main church evolved from LaVey's Magic Circle, a group that met at San Francisco's LaVey House to lecture on various taboo topics.↩ 9. Anton Szandor LaVey, The Church of Satan, Cosmic Joy Buzzer, in The Devil's Notebook, intro. Adam Parfrey (Los Angeles: Feral House, 1992), p. 29.↩ 10. See Aquino, Volume 2, page 418–25.↩ 11.
LaVey, quoted in Barton, p. 125.↩ 12. Van Luijk, p. 363.↩ 13. There is an interesting parallel with the films Lost Paradise and the Gods of Egypt. Alexei Prurias entered the director's chair for Paradise Lost in the fall of 2010, and after the plug was pulled onto the project just before production began in early 2012, the film Prurias moved toward the Gods of
Egypt. The lost project of the evil paradise and the film The Gods of Egypt, released in early 2016, aligns with each other, both on the narrative level—the epic battle between two supernatural beasts (Michael and Lucifer vs. Horus and Seth) with a patriarchal god looking overhead (God vs. Tra), this cosmic conflict that has been grounded by the story of two
impenetrable mortal lovers (Adam and Eve vs. Beek and Zaya) Filtered. Through science fiction), for which numerous crews who worked in Paradise Lost with the Proyas joined the director for The Gods of Egypt. There is a whole host of reasons for the bombing of the Egyptian gods at the box office, but we can reasonably make sure that if the movie
Paradise Lost is released—even if it suffers from some of the same shortcomings as the Egyptian gods—it was more of an event to take into account its greater connection in this cultural context.↩ 14 Van Luijk, p. 353.↩ 15. Baddeli, page 23–32; Mathews, pp. 36–38; van Luijk, pp. 306–11.↩ 16. Aleister Crowley, Hymn to Lucifer, in Flowers From Hell: A
Satanic Reader, ed. Nikolas Schreck (Washington, D.C.: Creation Books, 2001), p. 263.↩ 17. See Matthews, page 84–↩ 85; van Luijk, p. 352.↩18. The Satanic Bible (New York: The Books of Avon, [1969] 2005) will be a case in point: LaVey's wit is evident in various essays found in lucifer's book section, but these worldly observations are completely
overwhelmed by the satanic Bible's extensive coverage of satanic ritual, which dominates the vast majority of short book pages. The evil Bible of the Black Pope may be the basic text of modern Satanism, but LaVey's published essay collections—The Devil's Notebook and The Devil Speak After Death! (Los Angeles: Feral House, 1998)—are, it must be said,
more worthwhile reads.↩ 19. See LaVey, Hoisted by His Own Patois, p. 374.↩ Posted in Modern Satanism Posted on April 12, 2017Author Administrator As I have covered at length, the Miltonic-Romantic Proper attention has been paid to perth's devil, the organized parish devil, which began with the Church of satan Anton Levi, founded in 1966 by the
Black Pope of San Francisco. Within this first decade of the five countercultures, however, there was an opportunity for demonism to shift further into a Miltoni-Romantic direction, the goodwill of the church of satan's leading intellectual, Michael E. Aquino. What happened instead is curiosity: Satanism was arranged on romanticism and landed in ancient
Egypt. 2nd Lt. Michael E. Aquino, 1968, according to the Church of Satan, Aquino's two-volume critique of the Loveway effort, when Aquino was the second U.S. Army lieutenant on leave in his hometown of San Francisco in 1968, the young military officer caught his first glimpse of Lavoy in a chance encounter. Walking out of theaters after Roman Polanski's
evil horror show Classic Baby Rosemary, Aquino was faced with a peculiar view of shaved heads, LaVey's Mephistophelean-goateed and a group of his prodigious colleagues who were to promote the film with The evil themed were used-and-in turn using the film to promote the newly established Evil Church of LaVey.1 controversial group and its restortion
ceremony held at LaVey San Francisco's Black House in Aquino sparked fierce interest that It later leads to deep interference. While he felt that LaVey's Carnivalsque presentation of satanic philosophy and lifestyle was somewhat todry, Aquino was very much taken over by the black pope. LaVey was likewise very impressed with Aquino, very clear, well
read, and the person performed. In fact, Aquino is about to be a colonel in the U.S. Army and earn a Ph.D. in political science from the University of California, Santa Barbara. LaVey is surely in the man of someone who credits his characterisation of satanism as the highest embodiment of human life! As LaVey aloud put it in his evil Bible.2 However the
Satanic Bible, which compiled the bestselling devil in the written word and continues to serve as the best-selling devil, will not be published until December 1969, and as such when Aquino was dispatched to South Vietnam on June 69, he was carrying Milton's Paradise missing in ton. : ... I had taken with me a version of the John Milton Lost Paradise saga
that I considered at the time, as now, one of the most exonerated satan-minded remarks ever written. Satan is its true hero; its Christian ethic is so trimmed and watery in comparison that I surprised it and its author was not briefly burned upon his appearance in the Cromwellian England. That it not only survived puritan censorship, but was actually praised
as a compliment to Christianity yet another titanic irony that accompanied the Prince of Darkness on his hard journey throughout the era civilization.3 This experience of Aquino's is generously likened to that of the turn-of-the-nineteenth-century Romantic Satanists by Ruben van Luijk in his scholarly tome children of Lucifer: The Origins of Modern Religious
Satanism,4 but the learned Aquino, Considering his erudition, makes several mistakes in his assessment of John Milton's journey and missed paradise to become one of the greatest satan-parvar statements ever written. Milton, who had penned the kings and magistrates (1649) in immediate support of charles I's registration, worked for Oliver Cromwell's
government as secretary of foreign languages, as the Pyortan poet enjoyed the Chromoli vision of England as a new Israel, the English as God's new chosen people. The Lost Paradise was composed during the restoration, which took place after the death of the Lord Protector and was published in 1667, seven years after Charles II took back the throne. If
anything, it is fairly remarkable that Milton, who was imprisoned for a short time during the harassment of registrations, was able to publish Paradise Lost during this period of tyrantism, with all his embedded antimonark images and messages. Moreover, the Titanic's irony of Milton's Paradise is missing that it has been praised as a compliment to Christianity,
but also that it was celebrated as an evil epic. The lost paradise was to be an epic Christian poem in which Milton justified god's ways to men (I.26) and to show better strength/patience and heroic martyrdom (IX.31–32), as embodied in the Son of God. Reading Satan Milton as the hero of poetry is a book that evolved from the founding of the 17th century
and was not around the turn of the 19th century until the advent of romanticism when Satan was seen as the true hero of poetry. It was the romantics responsible for recognizing that Milton, inadvertently or otherwise, created the most sympathetic and supreme satan imaginable—the revolutionary arch that, although Hell-Resurrection (II.697) defies the
Tyranny of Hyun (I.124). Lost Milton's Paradise was the main inspiration for the romantic demonization phenomenon, becoming something from a Bible to a romantic demonization. While Aquino may not have been terribly well known in the history of St Miltoni-Romantic, his reading of Paradise Lost was nevertheless very romantic reading: ... Satan's great
sin was ultimately the sin of individualism: to follow the dictates of his own desire, regardless of its social good, it was broken from God's collective desire. Even when faced with the horrors of hell, Satan valued his individualism more than anything else. Better to reign in hell, he said in paradise Milton lost, than served in As Aquino immersed himself in Milton,
however, the officer felt that the evil saga had falln short of what he was looking for: as much as I admired Paradise Lost, now it would be annoyed, if pro-Ford bias. Death was filled with demons; Rather, I felt that his power and position were equal to god's power if not stronger, and I wanted to see a race that more accurately represented a struggle between
the powers of darkness and the powers of light.6 Aquino was going to make the connection that he took over—or instead of him. Chosen by the powers of darkness—to write a work of evil cosmology, Diabolicon (1970), which Aquino believed inspired writing, therefore paints his dramatic portrayal of feeling compelled to continue writing it even in the life or
death situations in Vietnam. Aquino sent Diabolicon back to San Francisco, and while the work without stretching the imagination is superior to Milton's lost paradise, 7 was apparently well received by Lavoy, who attempted to incorporate parts of the text into at least one Satan-ritual church held in Aquino's Black House.8 And LaVey with Sammy Davis, Jr.,
who became involved in LaVey's Devil's Church told Aquino that he saw in him a rising star, and once Aquino's stateside actually rose rapidly in the ranks of the Church of Satan, becoming LaVey's right-hand man. Mutual respect was to be mutually humiliated, however. In Paradise Lost, Devil with Devil damn'd / Firm concord holds (II.496–97), and this
concept of infernal camaraderie is best exemplified in the relationship between Milton's Satan and Beëlzebub, Satan's trusted second-in-command. The hidden world, on the contrary, is notorious for its hostile egos, setbacks and conflicts, from which the deterioration of the Lavi-Aquino relationship was supposed to serve as a high-profile case. As noted
above, Aquino lavoy was applauded for setting up the first openly evil organization in history, but he harbored reservations about carney's former aesthetic, which clashed with his own Milonics. For example, Aquino became editor of the official Bulletin of the Church of Satan, Knoon Hof, and one of Aquino's amusing anecdotals relates to his mammoth church
of the demon totem tension between himself and LaVey over the magazine's cover image. The first thing the new editor Hoof needed was a quarter-page masthead, Aquino explains, and I turned to [my wife] Janet, who created a winged bat, the Miltoni devil, bolts of fire across the screen to form the blazing words 'Cloven Hoof'. Aquino goes on to explain
that LaVey decided to intervene and design his masthead, producing a magnificently ugly Baphomet 9 Tensions between Aquino and Lavi escalated, the former wanting to see Satanism become an overt order of introspective distinction, the latter increasingly emphasizing Satanism as a down-to-earth, pragmatic philosophy of street-smart selfishness whose
credibility was shown by the personal and professional successes of satan-pedophiles in the real world. LaVey's growing emphasis on materialism irked Aquino and various other more occupied church satan higher-ups, which are earned by LaVey granting his chauffer an evil priest, who they believe should be esoteric with accumulation of knowledge and
occult practice. Lavoy's last straw was to provide evil priests in exchange for donations to the Church of Satan. Everything came to a head in June 1975, when Aquino broke with LaVey and made sure to take a number of members of the Devil's Church with him, leading to the birth of a new evil organization.10 Aquino's organization founded with a number of
disgruntled former Church members of satan who had followed him in satanic flaws could have resorted to some kind of more satanism in contact with Miltoni's roots - its romanticism. Such a change seemed even brain-free, given Aquino's stress on the devil who originally made meat Miltonian devil, or vice versa: ... Lucifer rejects the only bet set over his
Archangelic rating - that he may achieve true self. Better, he decides, to reign in hell than to serve in heaven. The implication is that nirvana's rejection of mindlessness is one to make sudden and crushing calls with almost endless obstacles that must be overcome in search of pure knowledge. Lucifer Miltoni, in fact, is our evil man.11 Devil Milton was
obviously far more prominent in Aquino's mind than LaVey, who in the Satanic Bible made only a willing reference to Lucifer12's literature and merely mentioned the seemingly accidental Paradise Devil in one of his published essay collections.13 One expected Aquino to invest in this significant difference as a means of distinguishing his organization. Take
from LaVey. But Aquino did not decide on this literary and cultural direction. Despite his romantic reading of Lost Milton's Paradise as one of the most amazing Satanist remarks ever written, despite his preferred iconography of a Miltonian devil (Gustav's illustration adorned away for a lost paradise both volumes of the Church of the Devil Aquino), with
Aquino, Satanism overcame romanticism and landed in ancient Egypt, Aquino and co adopted the evil Egyptian face of the series. The title of the central symbol for the new , rival Satanic organization: the Temple of Set. Notes 1. See Michael A. Aquino, Church Volume I: Text &amp; Plates ([8th ed. 1983] San Francisco: N.p., 2013), pp. 13–14.↩ 2. Anton
Szandor LaVey, The Satanic Bible, intro. Peter H. Gilmore (New York: Avon Books, [1969] 2005), p. 45.↩ 3. 4 لوا ↩ ، دلج  ونیکآ ، . See Ruben van Luijk, Children of Lucifer: The Origins of Modern Religious Satanism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), pp. 349–50.↩ 5. اه تسویپ  مود : دلج  ناطیش : یاسیلک  ونیکآ ، لکیام  هب  دینک  هاگن  . 7 .↩ 73 . 6 لوا ↩ ، دلج  ونیکآ ،
8 )] th ed. 1983] وکسیسنارف ناس  : N.p., 2013), pp. 63–73; see also Flowers From Hell: A Satanic Reader, ed. Nikolas Schreck (Washington, D.C.: Creation Books, 2001), pp. 273–85.↩ 8. هحفص مود ، دلج  رد  دینیبب ، ار  زب » نآ  هرابرد   » .دوبن ونیکآ  ریز  ناطیش  یاسیلک  یزب  یسانش  ییابیز  یارب  ندوب  هاوخرذع  دشاب ، هنافصنم  یپ ۱۵۰ . لوا ، دلج  ونیکآ ، . 9 لوا ↩ ، دلج  ونیکآ ، هب  دینک  هاگن 
۱۰ ↩ ۲۲٫–۱۲۱. See Gavin Baddeley, Lucifer Rising: Sin, Devil Worship &amp; Rock 'n' Roll (London: Plexus Publishing Limited, [1999] 2006), pp. 102–03; Chris Mathews, Modern Satanism: Anatomy of a Radical Subculture (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 2009), pp. 83–84; van Luijk, pp. 347–48.↩ 11. ، تسا هتشاد  دوجو  یتصرف  زگره  . 12 مود ↩ ، دلج  ونیکآ ،

دننک یم  تبحص  ناراک  تسرد  راگدرورپ  یوگنخس  هک  یا  هویش  نامه  هب  کیرات  هدازهاش  یارب  ناتساد ، زا  هاتوک  ... LaVey, The Satanic Bible, p. 29.↩ 13. ... هتفر تسد  زا  تشهب  رد  ینامسآ  نابزیم  زا  دهد  یم  ناشن  اه ]  ] تقرس نوتلیم  هنانامرهق  ناطیش  ... Anton Szandor LaVey, Confessions of a Closet Misogynist, in The Devil's Notebook, intro. Adam Parfrey (Los Angeles: Feral
House, 1992), p. 90.↩ Posted in Modern Satanism Posted on April 5, 2017Author Administrator When I had the pleasure of sitting down with Gavin Baddeley for a conversation on the subject of Satanism (that exceeded one and a half hours), I was most impressed by the author's eloquent finish to our extensive discussion : ناطیش زا  زیمآ  شیاتس  یبایزرا 
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